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Ray Goldman will outdrink you, out-party you and, unfortunately for him, probably outlive you. As a
hopeless and struggling indie rock musician, Ray's best chance of discovering any beauty and purpose in his
dysfunctional life will come only when he ceases to struggle against life itself. These are his memoirs.

Scale chronicles Ray Goldman’s journey downward through the adversarial trials that sometimes prove
necessary in facilitating an eventual ascent into truth and happiness. The odd chapters of the novel find Ray,
now a 31-year-old guitar player, seeking fulfillment in the wake of a life-altering tragedy while the even
chapters see him reflecting on the depravity and selfishness that hastened his descent towards it. Scale is
about the relationship between instability and balance, death and resurrection, perception and reality, but
ultimately it is about the endless war waged between our disquieted minds and our noble hearts.

Fans of pop culture, Americana, Punk Rock music, and Charles Bukowski’s Ham on Rye.
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From reader reviews:

Mary Johnson:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information currently can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a knowledge or any news even a concern. What people must be consider
while those information which is from the former life are hard to be find than now's taking seriously which
one would work to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you get the unstable
resource then you get it as your main information it will have huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen throughout you if you take Scale: A Novel as your daily resource information.

Elvia Wirtz:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation as well as go to the outside with them household
or their friend. Do you realize? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or playing video
games all day long. If you need to try to find a new activity that is look different you can read some sort of
book. It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book which you read you can spent all day every
day to reading a publication. The book Scale: A Novel it is very good to read. There are a lot of folks that
recommended this book. These people were enjoying reading this book. In case you did not have enough
space to develop this book you can buy the e-book. You can m0ore very easily to read this book out of your
smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book has high quality.

Cheryl Taylor:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the free time or they will get
large amount of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , whenever we ask do people have time, we will say
absolutely without a doubt. People is human not just a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity
have you got when the spare time coming to an individual of course your answer will probably unlimited
right. Then do you try this one, reading books. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare
time, the particular book you have read is actually Scale: A Novel.

James Bouchard:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge from it. You can take knowledge and information
originating from a book. Book is composed or printed or descriptive from each source that will filled update
of news. In this modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for a person. From media
social including newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You
can add your understanding by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just
seeking the Scale: A Novel when you desired it?
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